Safety Alert
Number: 18-20
Published: 23/08/2018
Subject: Potential Dropped Objects in Frame Pockets
What Happened / Narrative
When preparing a heavy lift to be discharged from an offshore
supply vessel to an offshore installation the vessel's AB's were
carrying out final checks which included checks for any
potential dropped objects, during these checks they
discovered some debris within the frame pocket.
The items were estimated to weigh approximately 1kg and
the potential outcome has been highlighted using the drops
calculator as shown.

Why Did it Happen / Cause
Cargo checks onshore failed to spot the items before the lift had been loaded onto the PSV. This was apparently due to the
lift frame positioning on the trailer which may have hampered the checks at the gantry.
Corrective Actions Taken / Recommendations
•

The potential dropped objects were removed from the pocket and the lift was safely and successfully discharged
to the offshore installation.

•

This alert highlights the importance of final checks on all lifts prior to discharge offshore even though there had
been previous checks onshore.

Photographs / Supporting Information

Further information and guidance on the checking of cargo items for potential dropped objects can be found in:
“Best Practice for the Safe Packing & Handling of Cargo to & from Offshore Locations” available at
www.onshoreoffshorecargo.com

The information contained within this Safety Alert and the associated MSF web site is provided in good faith for the benefit of our members and does not
constitute and is not intended to constitute professional advice or any form of formal representation on behalf of any MSF member or officer. The text as
provided by submitting organisations may be amended to ensure that it is brief, informative and readable but will as far as reasonably practicable remain
as per the intent of the original submission. For the avoidance of doubt, no liability whatsoever shall be attached to any guidance, recommendation or
statement contained therein. Contents should be reviewed individually by recipients who will determine relevance to their own operations.
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